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The Council for Mutual Economic Assistance   is an international economic 

organization whose aim  is  to promote,   through the concerted and co-ordinated 

efforts  of its member countries,  the planned development  of their national 

economy,  accelerated economic and technological   progress,  the raising of the 

level of industrialization in countries with lesele ve loped  industry,  the steady 

development of higher labour produci, i vixy,  and the continual   improvement  of the 

welfare of the people of member countries  of the  Council. 

The Council for Mutual Economic Assistance   is based on the principle of 

the sovereign equality of its  member countries.       Bonomie,  scientific and 

technical co-operation between these countries   if.  cerviea on  in accordance with 

the principles of full   equality 0f rights,  respo-t  for sovereignty and national 

interests,  mutual advantage and comradely mutual   assistance. 

At present,   the countries participating in the work of the Council  for 

Mutual Economic Assistance are the People's Republic of Bulgaria, the Hungarian 

People»s Republic,   the Lrman Democratic Republic,   the Mongolian People's Republio 

*    This   is a summary of a paper issued under the same title as ID/WG.14/2. 

1/ The views and opinions expressed in this paper are those of the author and do 
not necessarily reflect the views of the secretariat of UNIDO. The document 
is presented as submitted by the author, without re-editing. 
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the  Polish People's  Republic,   the Romanian People's Republic,   the Union of 

Soviet  Socialist  Republics  and the  Czechoslovak  Socialist  Republic. 

The Council for Mutual Economic  Assistance   is an opon organization,   which 

nay  be  joined by other  countries which share  the  aims  and principles  of  the 

Council and agree   to   assume  the obligations  set   forth  in  its  Charter. 

In  I96/I   an Agreement  was  concluded between the Council  for Mutual Economic 

Assistance  and  the riovernment  of the  Socialist   Federa]  Republic of Yugoslavia 

concerning thai   country's  participation in  the   work of   Ine  Council's  organs. 

For  .-ho   purpooo   .;f  promoting the  further  expansion of  economic ties between 

member countries  of  the  Council and  achieving  broad economic,   scientific  and 

technological  co-operation  in various  brancii.es  of their national economies, 

a number of  Standing Commissions havo  } een established by decisions  adopted at 

sessions  of the  Council. 

The Standing   iron  and  Steel Commission was  established in  1956«       This 

Commission approves  recommendati/ras  of member  countries  of the Council  or 

refers to  sessions of  the  Council,   or of  its Executive Committee,   proposals  on 

the   improved utiluoo, ion  of economic and natural  conditio   in member  countries 

with -.  view to  achieving the most  effective  development  of  the   iron and steel 

industry of  those  countries,   or.  the  co-ordinal ion of plans  for  the development 

of  tho  industry,   on speoialioalion and  co-operation in production,   on the most 

efficient  utilization of   production capacity,   raw materials  resources,   materials 

and  production  in the   iron and steel  industry,   the most  effective utilization 

<r  ruoio  caoitul investments,  questions  of multilateral scientific and  technical 

co-operation and the   co-ordination of  scientific and technical research,   the 

unification of basic  parameters  and standards   in the industry,   and other 

qu--:-+iotiS  of   interest   to   the member  countries   of the Council. 

The Socialist  Federal  Republic of Yugoslavia has   taken part  in the work 

of   the Standing Iron and Steel Commission of  the  Council since  I964. 

Over the  period of   its  existence,   the Standing Commission has worked out 

and adopted  recommendations  to member countries  of the Council on a  large  number 
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of questions connected with the development  of  their iron and steel industry and 

it  is carrying on extensive work on the co-ordination of their iron and steel 

development  plans. 

Work  on the  co-ordination of  the national  economic  plans  of tho member 

coun+ries  of the  Council for Mutual Economic Assistance  is  carried on both 

at  the bilateral  and the multilateral  level. 

Up to   I965,   the  Standing Commission  devoted particular attention  in  its 

co-ordination of  iron and steel development  plans to ensuring the supply to 

the  iron and sT.ee 1  industries  of member countries  of the  Council  of  iron ore, 

coking coal and blast   furnace coke,   and  it  worked out  recommendations  designed 

to ensure  that   the iron and steel  industries  of  these countries were  provided 

with the basic raw materials they needed. 

As a result   of  the  efforts made by countries to develop their iron and 

steel industry and the  extension of co-operation among the member  countries 

of the Council for Mutual Economic  Assistance,   the production of  iron and steel 

increased.       In  I967»   the production of steel   b/ member countries of the  Council 

totalled  135-4 million  tonnes,   as  against  64.0  million  tonnes  in  I956. 

The rate - V development  of steel production in the member countries  of the 

Council ror Mutual Economic Assistance has  been  considerably  higher  than  in 

many other industrially developed countries.       The share of these member 

countries  ir. world steel production rose from 

mately 27.r» per cert  in 196?, 

per  cent   in  ly%   Lo  approxi- 

The technical level of the iron and steel  industry has  risen in member 

countries  of the  Council,   and the  range of products has been considerably 

widened.       The increase   in the production of  iron and steel has promoted the 

successful development   of the economies of  these  countries. 

The Standing Commission has worked out   the  basic  lines for specialization 

and co-operation in the  production of various  types of rolled sheet   ann 

tubes and has  laid down an order of priority and timetable for work on inter- 

national specialisation and co-operation in the manufacture of various  types 

of iron and steel products in the period after  1970. 
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The basic aims of international specialization in the manufacture of 

iron and steel products, as worked out within the Standing Iron and Steel 

Commission of  the  Council  for Mutual Economic Assistance,   are  as  follows: 

- The promotion of the  rapid growth of  the production of  iron and 

steel of  the  types  needed to satisfy the growing needs  of  the 

various   countries. 

- The promotion of the effective utilization of the resources developed 

by the various countries in order to ensure the satisfaction of their 

future  needs for the different kinds of products. 

- Analysis  of  the expediency and possibility of  constructing,   in 

interested member countries,  plants of the optimum size for a given 

type of  production,   using the  latest  production methods. 

International specialization in particular fields of production is 

organized on the  basin of the definition of groups  of products  in the manu- 

facture  of which three or more  countries  are  interested in specializing. 

The  Standing Com-r.ir^ion carries on  work on unification and  standardization 

m  the   iron and  steel   industry.       This   work  consists  of preparing recommendations 

on  the  standardizat.cn - f   the most   important  types  of products  and their main 

indices  and  requirements,   thus  securing  a high degree of  mterchangeability 

and raising the  standing of  production,   with the primary aims  of  successfully 

introducing measures  on specialization  and  co-operation  in production and 

developing trade  exchanges  between the  member countries  of the  Council. 

From  the very  beginning of  its activities,  the  Standing Iron and Steel 

Commission has  dealt  with the co-ordination of scientific and technical research 

carried  out  by  the member  countries of   the  Council  m the  field  of  iron and 

steel.       Measures   are taken to  co-ordinate  research  on subjects  which are  of 

interest   to all  or some of  the member countries of  the Council,   particularly 

research  un the  oxygen converter production of steel,   the  continuous  casting 

of  steel,   the  development   of  new  types  of  steel and materials for different 

branches  <,f the   industry,   the  enrichment   of  iron ore  and manganese  ore,  the 

mainlining   ,f  fine-ground   concentrates,   and the automation of production processes. 
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The Socialist   Federal Republic of Yugoslavia has  ais,  participated  in the 

co-ordination of research on a number of subjects. 

¿'he Standing Commission has  carried out  co-ordination work  on the auto- 

mation of  l..la-,t   furnace,   steel  melt in«  and  rolling operations.       Por the  purpose 

of  exchanging  ^  sprc-iding the  working experience  acumúlate-',   international 

conferences  on  the  automation of production procesaos  in the   iron and steel 

industry  and  exhibition  of automat i or. methods have been held  under the auspices 

of  the   'Jwiumisciun. 

Over "he    ;.ui   few years,   the Commission ha;;   ueen the forum for the working 

out  an.i  discussion  of marry question«  of   technical   co-operation relating to 

individuai branches  of the   iron and steel  industry  and  directed  towards  increasing 

production,   improving quality of production,   developing  the manufacturo of  new 

types  of product-,,   improving the technical  and economic   indicée  of the operation 

of  enterprises,   : deluding reductio:: uf  the  specific expenditure  on raw materials, 

fuel,   and electric  poorer,   and improving working conditions. 

Me3tings,   seoinars,   symposia and   ';•' at erences   of scientists  and specialists 

from member    canines of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance have been 

hold on various  specific questions  connected  with   the  development  of the  iron 

arid  steel  .industry,   likewise under the  auspices  of  the  Standing Commission.       In 

tue  Secretariat   of  the Council for Mutual Economic  Assistance,   technical  and 

economic investigations are being carried out on a number of questions in the 

fi:Id    f HOC. and steel production which are of interest   te the member countries 

o i   the  Council. 

lu order to  study various questions directly  in me   iron and steel enter- 

priser  of the  rnemoer countries  of the  Council and  to  exchange  details of 

'scientific and   technical achievement s   and exper enee of  nee developments,   and 

Standing Conrnscion has organized groups of specialists  w.v, systematically  visit 

the individuai   ircn ana steel enterprises  in member countries. 

The  activities   of  the  Standing Iron and Steel  Commission  of  the  Council for 

Mutual  E; anemic  Assistance  show  that   the  Commission,   in  fulfilling the duties 

entrusted to  it,   has  promoted trie successful development  of the  iron and steel 

industries of  the member countries cf  the  Council  and of the Socialist Federal 

Republic of Yugoslavia and has strengthened the economies of these  fraternal 

Socialist  countries. 
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The Council for Mutual Bconoaic Assistance is an international economic 

organization which by uniting and co-ordinating the efforts of its member 

countries  seeks to promote the planned development of their national  economies, 

a faster rate of economic and technical  process,   a higher level of industriali- 

zation in  the  less industrially developed countries,  a continuous imorovement 

in labour productivity,  and a steady   increase  in the prosperity of the peoples 

of member countries. 

To meet this end the Council  organizes extensive economic,   scientific 

and technical   co-operation between member 30untries directed towards more 

efficient  exploitation of their natural   resources and more rapid development 

of their production forces;    it aims at improving the system of i iternationai 

socialist division of labour by co-ordinatiti plans for the development of 

the national  economies of member countries and for specialization and co- 

operation between their industries;     it assists them in developinr and im- 

plementine joint prolamines for developing industry, agriculture,  transpor- 

tation,   and trade,  for the most profitable investment of basic capital allot- 

ted by the countries for the promotion of extracting and manufacturing in- 

dustries,   ard  for exchange of information on the latest  scientific and tech- 

nical achèvements and exT3rience in advanced production techniques. 

In  its work the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance is ^ided ^ 

»Basic Principles of International Socialist Division of Labour»,  adopted at 

its Fifteenth Session. 

The Council for Mutual Economic Assistance is based on principles of 

sovereign equality between member countries, which co-operate with one 

another in the economic and scientific fields in accordance with principles 

of equal rights,  respect for sovereignty and national interests, mutual 

benefit,   and friendly,  mutual assistance. 

Practice of the principle of sovereign equality between member countries 

of the CMEA is guaranteed by equal   representation in all the Council's sub- 

sidiary organs and,  also by the  fact  that recommendations and resolutions 

are only  adopted with the consent of those member countries interested,   each 

country bein^ entitled to express its interest in any matter under con- 

sideration by the Council. 
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The Council  for Mutual Economic Assistance has a Secretariat,  which 

performs economic,  executive  and administrativ« functions.       Staff for the 

Secretariat is drawn from nationals of the member countries. 

To further the development of  economic ties between member countries and 

to bring about multilateral  economic,  scientific and  technical co-operation 

in various bra^cht-s of their national economies,  the Council Sessions have 

set  up standing- remittees,   on which each member country  is represented by 

a delegation, normally headed by a minister or a deputy minister in the 

relevant field. 

The Standing Conici t tee on Iron and Steel was set up in 1956 by a resolu- 

tion of the Seventh Session.    This Standing Committee adopts recommendations 

for member countries of  the CKEA or Bubmits proposals to Sessions of the 

Council or executive Committee on  improved exploitation of economic and 

natural resources  in member countries with a view to more  rational  develop- 

ment  of their iron *nd Bteel  inductry,   on co-ordination of development plans 

for  iron  and  stee' ,   >:n  t-penialization and co-operation  in   industry,   on  the 

most  efficient utilisation of plant capacity,   raw materials,  and  iron and 

steel produces and caterials,   on better investment of basic capi til,   on multi- 

lateral scientific and  technical   co-operation and co-ordination of  scientific 

and  technical  research,  on the introduction of basic standards f<"u   each branch 

of  industry,  ard  on oilier matters  of interest   to member countries. 

The Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia has been a member of the 

Standing Committee on Iron and Steel since 1964. 

Over the period of its existence the Committee has drafted and adopted 

recommendations  for member countries on a large number of issues dealing 

with development of their iron and steel  industry.    It does a ¿Teat deal of 

work on co-ordinating development  programmes  in this field. 

Co-ordination of their national economic plans  is jointly undertaken 

by socialist countries on a voluntary basis and is directed at iimxiraum en- 

joyment of the  benefits of the world socialist system. 

As shown by ths experience already gained in economic co-operation 

between member countries of the CITA,  the co-ordination of programmes must 

pursue the following interrelated and objective principles governing 
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development of the international socialist division of labour:    a true and 

objective evaluation of proportions necessary in the economic development 

of each country,  and the world socialist system as a whole,  so as to 

achieve a belanced eoonomy in ever;; one;    a hi^h deitree of economic ef- 

ficiency in the international   socialist division of labour,  as indicated 

by rapid industrial  ¿rowth rates and fullest satisfaction of the retire- 

ments of each country's population,  given minimal consumption of the labour 

force;    the coupling of international specialization in industry with com- 

plex (multilateral) economic development of the individual socialist coun- 

tries in the interest of the fullest and most expedient utilization of the 

natural and economic prerequisites for industrial production in each 

country,  including manpower resources;    gradual elimination of differences 

that have arisen historically in the economic levels of different countries, 

primarily by industrialization of those which are relatively poorly devel- 

oped and by maximum exploitation of each country's domestio potential, 

plus maximum enjoyment of the benefits of the world socialist system. 

By developing its national economy with international socialist divi- 

sion of labour in mind each member country of the Council for Mutual 

Economic Assistance can base itself on its own domestic resources and re- 

quirements as well as those of other fellow member countries when deciding 

on the basic proportions to be observed between branches of the economy. 

They are thereby in a position to avoid pointless duplication in manufacture 

of identical types of products and to oonstruct niants with optimum capacity, 

making the broadest use for the purpose of modern production techniques 

ensuring the highest labour productivity. 

Member countries of the CMEA and its subsidiary organs have taken a 

gradual approach to the co-ordination of their national-economic plana by 

letting socialist production relations in the people's democracies emerge 

gradually as experience in economic planning ìB pro/p-essively gained. 

The plans are co-ordinated in the following way. 

Member countries of CMEA draft their own national-economic programmes, 

which are primarily geared to domestic conditions and to the specific econo- 

mic and political problems facing the country. 
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On the basis of the preliminary drafts the planning and foreim-trade 

organizations of these countries hold bilateral consultations during which 

they ascertain the possibility of exporting and importing the basic com- 

modities on a reciprocal basis and discuss other aspects of economic co- 

operation.    The results of the bilateral consultations are studied and sum- 

marized concurrently within the CMKÂ and summary  estimates for production 

consumption,  export and  import of the more  important  industrial  products 

between member countries are drawn up on the basis of the paper-work submit- 

ted by them;    these estimates make it possible to determine the overall re- 

quirements and possibilities,  and to outline programmes  repairing joint 

action by the interested countries. 

The programmes are co-ordinated with strict regard for national 

sovereignty, mutual advantage and mutual aid.    In the process no member of 

the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance may take char*e of material, 

financial or other such resources of another country or enjoy any special 

privileges. 

Work involving the co-ordination of national-economic plans is carried 

out both on a bilateral and multilateral plane.     In view of the fact that 

major economic problems can only be dealt with successfully by uniting the 

efforts of the  interested countries,   the value of multilateral co-ordination 

becomes  increasingly clear.    The importance of co-ordinalin; lory-term 

plans is also ¿growing,   as a direct consequence of the need for mo-o ef- 

ficient organization of industry and improvement  in its branch structure in 

conformity with the principles of international socialist division of 

labour. 

Prior to I965» when co-ordinating plans for the deve 1 ciment of the iron 

and steel  industry,  the Committee focused attention on ensurin," e' ^nlies of 

iron ore,  coking coal and metallurgical coke for the needs of nobler coun- 

tries of the CMEA,  and drew up recommendations aimed at providing the prin- 

ciple metallurgical raw material required.    Some of the countries  thereby 

increased their capacity for ¡lining and dress iron ore3.     The Soviet Union 

stepped up deliveries of iron ore to member countries and thereby enabled 

them to develop their blast-furnace production,  boost their blast-furnace 
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output, and cut down the specific coke consumption and the cost price 

of pig iron.    Poland, the USSR and Czechoslovakia took steps to increase 

the mining of cokin- coals, to step up production of metallurgical coke 

and supply more coke and coal to member countries of the CHEA which do not 

have their own coking coal deposits. 

The efforto made by the countries to develop their iron and steel in- 

dustries and broaden their sphere of co-operation have brought about an 

increase in the output of iron and steel. Steel production in member coun- 

tries of the Council for Hutual Economic Assistance attained 135,400,000 

tons in 1967, as opposed to 64,000,000 tons in 1956, i.e. over those years 

it was more than loublod and reached the following totals for each country 

(in thousands of tonn). 

1"56 

1967 

1967 
I^So" 

£12 
130 

1239 

953 

HPR 

1416 

2739 

193 

0DR PPR 

3110 5014 

4651 10,451 

SRR USSR C33R 

I50 208 

779   48,698  4332 

4033   102,242 10,002 

525 210 205 

The rn-ovith rate for steel production im member countries of the 

CKEA has been considerably higher than in many other industrially ueveloped 

countries. The output of steel by member countries in tcrnr of :;orld pro- 

duction rose from ?.?.6  per cent in 1956 to approximately 27.? per cent in 

1967. 

In member countries of the CMEA there has been an incrr 'i.r,e in the 

level of tccunicVL advancement of the iron and steel industrv «¡«1 a con- 

siderably --roster v '."iety of products is now turned out. The r,-.-.-th of 

it-on and nteel output ;-.ar, greatly aided the proTesn of their o. .;.iomies. 

Tn conformi t,v i/ith the resolutions adopt od by the '.'•'.: ^htcenth Session 

of the Council, ; 1:M'S were co-ordinated in 1964-1965 for the development of 

the irun and ctoel inkntzy in member countries over t.ic period 1°66-1970. 

The countries concerned reached agreement on deliveries of iron and 
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manganese ore, metallurgical coke, pig-iron,  ferro-alloys, rolled metal and 

steel piping,  as a result of which their requirements for products of thiß 

kind will be by and large satisfied over the period I966-I97O. 

The Standing Committee on Iron and Steel recommended that member 

countries should continue with their programmes over the period I966-I970 

for improving the grade of metallurgical raw materials and fuel,   improving 

production techniques,   raising the standard of manufactured products, 

widening the assortment of them and introducing modern,  progressive types 

of iron and steel products,  reducing consumption factors for all the stages 

of the steel conversion process,  introducing further mechanization and 

automation in the iron and steel industry,  and improving labour productivity. 

The Committee has approved a schedule for co-ordinating the iron and steel 

development proframmes of member countries over the period 197I—1975. 

The Standing Committee has formulated the general lines alonç which 

specialization and co-operation in the production of certain types of 

rolled metal and piping should be developed,  and has established priorities 

and deadlines for completion of operations in international specialization 

and co-operation for a variety of iron and steel products over the period 

following I97O. 

The primary tasks in international specialization in the manufacture 

of iron and steel products,  as formulated by the Standin.: Committee,  are as 

follows; 

To promote the rapid growth of iron and steel production with the 

variety of producta required to satisfy the increasing demands of countries. 

To promote the efficient use of funds allotted try countries so as to 

satisfy their future requirements in the corre:;oondin<T types oï product. 

To ascertain whether it is advisable or possible to construct in 

the member countries concerned units of machinery with optimum capacity for 

the given type of product,  usiner present-day productior techniques ensuring 

concentration of production,   the most  efficient utilization of equipment, 

and high-grade products,   and the inrn-ovement of technical and economic per- 

formance characteristics,  chiefly,   labour productivity and profitability 
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of operations, taking it into account that part of the products thus manu- 

factured could be exported to other interested member countries. 

This type of construction is advisable in cases in which certain pro- 

ducts are not manufactured in all member countries, or are manufactured in 

limited quantities, and where it would be economically disadvantageous to 

manufacture them by modern units of machinery in each member country at 

the same time, since the optimum capacity of one unit would be far greater 

than the country*s needs for the riven product in the near future, and where 

export of the product to non-member countries might be difficult. 

In Buch canes it is advisable to co-ordinate the construction of the 

plants in question as rerards shop and assembly capacity, a larger assortment 

of parts, ani supplii of necessary raw materials prior to completion of 

the relevant technological cycle in the country, and for the countries con- 

cerned to co-ordinate priority in the construction of similar types of shops; 

it is also adv.31" !•-> to consider the question of havin-r the plants built, 

whenever require i, ;;- •;:K> combined efforts of the countries concerned so ar 

to meet the nee; : of t-./o or more countries for a longer period, and to render 

mutual assist.-.- : '• n :ikin/' available the designs, equipment and raw- 

materials requjiod io:- thy projected plants. 

International socialization "> n industry is based on classes of manu- 

factured parts, -tr;d In possible when three or more countries are interested 

in a particular part. 

Under the Commit tec's supervision pro-ramno:: are ..-".r. up I'.ir inter- 

national specialization in the manufacture of the most important of a broader 

range of prod-acts ir. "-¡on junction with no lernization of exiftinr plants and 

the building of n^n. onnP, for which considerable capital ?.ni Ion' periods 

oí time are required,  Jr. view of this, international specialization projects 

are designed to cover a prolonged period, notably, the years 1971-1975» with 

inclusion of an evr-1 a-it ion of prospects for 19^. 

Considering the fart that international specialization -.n industry is 

a continuous and lor."-term process, it is applied to classes of manufactured 

parts, and is effected in stages, as a function of the requirements of 
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the countries concerned and the availability in them of suitable conditions 

for implementing the specialization projects. 

Specialized production is initially developed for: 

(1) Products which are not manufactured in member countries of the CMEA, 

or are not manufactured in sufficient quantity, or which do not meet 

the present-day standards required by consumers, who for this reason 

import the products from other countries5 

(2) Produots which are required to a relatively small extent in a few 

countries and which could easily be manufactured in one or two coun- 

tries to meet the needs of the others} 

(3) Produots which the interested countrie« could manufacture themselves 

in enterprises set up for that purpose; 

(4) Products for which only some member countries of the CMEA have pro- 

ductive manufacturing conditions. 

In developing programmes for international specialization in the manu- 

facture of iron and steel products the standing Committee takes into account 

the following possibilities: 

(1) Manufacture of certain products has already been organized, or will 

be organized, in one or more countries, and that in view of the 

relatively small requirements by the other countries there would be 

no point in manufacturing the products there an well, since there is a 

possibility of exporting the products from the country (countries) 

in which they are being or will be manufactured, without further 

increase in capacity; 

(2) For the export of certain products there will have to be a correspon- 

ding increase in output in countries where the product is being or 

will be manufactured. In this particular case specialization in- 

volves co-ordinating the construction or reconstruction of certain 

plants. Here the assistance of other countries may be needed to in- 

orease capacity; 
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(3) To meat the needs of member countries in certain products, new plants, 

shops or assemblies will have to be constructed in one or several mem- 

ber countries. Here the specialization directly involves co-ordination 

in the construction of certain plants, either by building plants 

turning ujt a variety of products in a few countries, with capacities 

adjusted to take in the requirements of others, or else by letting the 

relevant countries help build the plants in other merger countries 

(the forms the help takes may differ). The required capacities of the 

plants, systems of supplying them with raw materials or semi-finished 

products, their location and forms in which the countries help in buil- 

ding them are determined by agreement between the interested parties. 

For each of the possibilities mentioned there isa corresponding ord»»r 

in which the specialization documents are drawn up. 

In certain instances, particularly when new production units are set 

up, international specialization involves the direct organization of scien- 

tific and technical research, which has to precede development of the 

specialization pro/gramme or else be conducted concurrently with it. 

The elaboration of programmée for detailed specialization in a specific 

ranime of products (profile size or classes of steel), including rarely-made 

rolled metal profiles, at plants already operating, underling reconstruction 

or being built, ani co-ordination by interested countries of their work-load 

schedules for r-.-llm- and pipe-drawing mills, machine-part shops, and other 

units, including schedules for utilization of temporarily idle equipment, 

together with barter of iron and steel products, are directly related to 

the changing requirements of countries and are problems of an operational 

nature. 

The Committee is working to introduce set norms and standards in the 

iron and steel industry. The work involves drawing up recommendations for 

standardization of the most important products, their principal performance 

characteristics, and spécifications which will ensure a high degree of 

interchangeability of parts and high standards of quality, and is primarily 

designed to ensure the success of the specialization and co-operation pro- 

grammes, including programmes for develoDiig traie between member countries 
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of the CMEA.    Efforts are being concentrated on solving the following prin- 
1 cipal standardization problems: 

j Í1)    Establishment of a rational assortment and ranco ci  ¡..redacts  r.äned cu a 

• technically Bound selection of standard dimension t«id charas teristica; 

1 (2)    Standardization of the principal parameters and uh u, : t-iriatics of 

parts,  components and units; 

(3) Establishment of fixed characteristics describing th«i i.ality for raw 

material, semi-finished goods, and final products, m••• ,ding physical 

and chemical  properties,  operational reliability,   et-;.; 

(4) Standardization of specifications pertaining to  t.i<» manufacture,  packag- 

ing, marking and storage; 

(5) Standardization of methods of testing and inspecting raw materials, 

parts and products; 

(6) Establishment of standardized meanings, definitions, Vermicai terms, 

rules for writing up technical documents,  and symbols; 

(7) Standardization of norms serving as a basis  for  tonh/.ical documentation. 

The Committee has drawn up a set of instructions  for calculating re- 

serves of ferrous metal ores and estimating losses  and   depletion of stocks. 

It has also approved a system for classifying method* of bel <••,.• ,>iound ore 

mining.     It han  iutroductji  standardized nomenclature  for rolled iron and 

steel products and  developed standard designs for the principal equipment 

used in blast fuñare and coke by-product shops.     The terminóle  y  a ¡-»ed to 

describe output characteristics in agglomerate,  pi^irou,   citeo!  -:,.,-. i ferro- 

alloy production K?.n been unified»    The Committee has adopU-l a number of 

recommendations <-,n  standards  for raw materials ail i.ianm ',;:turea pa-is made 

of iron and steel am hao approved a unified procedía,' for analysing re- 

sources and requirements in scrap steel and pig-iron  and for    aleuiating 

and analysing a country's metal reservas. 

The principal  fern of scientific and technical  co--^ration ;%:   the 

present  tima is co-ordination of the most important  research projects in 

progress in member countries of the CHEA that are of mutual intercut  *-.o thorn. 
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Co-ordination of scientific and technical  research within the Council 

for Mutual Economic Assistance  nucleo member countries to concert their ef- 

forts and resources in the field of research,   so an to devote them first and 

foremoo-   to  !5o?utior, ^ tho sciente and  technical   problens of neatest 

mutual   interest.     Thir   ï.K::I  -ï  -o-operatíor  hoir8  to  do  away  with often need- 

leo8 duoUcation of iho saM  -search work  ir> different member countriao. 

. r  v^^nvS^   -^--ordinai-on pro'-rammeE are the pro- of ri'l.".e   , rxport'U'.C' 

posalo emitted by coi^t-uv;  in the   arht of  their own national programmes. 

The countrioc  hold V\a+,.,-a:   or nu )U lateral  connultatiorn,   at which they 

aettle probi ¡-ww  of aru-cuai.   immani. 

While   ::.o-'j'-'f aat   ¡v; tuf 

oj-tfi/ázationai   f^rmf?   thn  co- 

mutual  agreement,   HIIOW^IC« 

country • 

Count.--•!••    !i*î *--'<''•   ' a   - 

come to  a*-.*<-- - awr^  " •   -.3  '-r 

•;orreB-i.vjnd:iv;  uic^'.u-'v;  la- 

r.   - .-.. .-arcb work,   member  countries decide what 

orr-it-1 en will   VT>O   ir «arh separate cae® by 

•oirv rane for the  specific conditions in each 

-.O~.o   -i;n,uion oí   .. particular ,.reject normally 

» i n •;''•'-'» *   "i" •"-  iunn;nnsory -¡ry-uri sation and the 

:  v.- 1 !   carry   it  cut . 

Sincu   it   vv io Q, : - ~j 
J-  • i  the Committee en  Í > on   -nd Steel has been 

co-ordinatina  scienti U:   «A   *«c*ur-.al   rer.o.,rch  carril  nut  by member coun- 

tries  of the CMEA  iv  -a •  ir    ' Í  "-   --^ am*  atc,^     It  han  dealt with  topics 

.... 4.  4.„  ,. A,„- .,.-•.,-• -oun1--*•"-•!-   •rc'i-d^n,* cv/rer- converter steel ,,t  mtcrcnt  to  Lone ',,        -    ••*. • •      -OUR,. .... . 

production,   centmuouB  ,-^ *   •' -.eel,   l>v^rP.-ncr.t of n,.,  branda of steel and 

other materials  for a varata    >-   ..nduntrioa»   -ron and a^-uncoe ore enrich- 

it,   nodulare    of Aa -    -<:      <*'r,c-r - it». »    .u-  a»'o     -MI of production 

processes.     TheSocnli.     «• •• — •'   w* *     '   «   """l|lw       t ,, alao bean col- 

laborating  in  the co-ordir»'.^    i ^r   "    '-   •'   ,T       ^•Irl   r f'   *^id«. 

;<    enauro  the ài v. 3 • 

v o-, ut •, r . os cc 11 abo rat i n;   r^ 

poet da  on a yearly lajir, 

c-r^in;n-  a v.'ry   lar-e amour,: '-•'•••• *-r' •'- -    ;':tr,ri 

nesgaren  wont  alv^ad,,    .^.i>, ,w n <i   ...  .11.1^. 

•ri ¡nation  pi-o^rainmo ha;i  paver   : a- way   lor ado 

* •* *" i*c  tiu** r v* u 

pro   >  • 

,,   . irfi     .. friven topics,   the 

ro-r. jr.ei>,  keep oach other 

r- i'i- .rch io making,   and ex- 

••.cmr.tr:o.>   uider the co- 

;<*. ;   ••   >f i. series of 
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technological  operations whioh htve been of considerable technical and 

eoonomic benefit and have helped to improve the quality of output.    To 

mention only one,  an air-blast system,  designed and instivi is«', in blast  fur- 

naces operatic on liquid fuel,  has cut down coke consumption ,n melting 

pig-iron and stepped up furnace output.    Studies in xhe fieli of  converter 

steel production usinff oxygen have made an important contribution to the 

technology of making steel  in converters.    The industrial  HP  • lo.ition of 

findings in the  iTield of electro-slag remelting of steel,  r-.^lting in 

vacuum-arc and electron-beam furnaces,  and vacuum treatment have enabled 

member oountries of the CMEA to develop the production of very high 

purity steels. 

In 1965,   the Committee approved a long-term programme for co-ordination 

of highly important research in the field of iron and steel production over 

the years 1966-1970.    The programme provides for co-ordinated research on 

30 different subjects, among which are improvement in the production tech- 

nology for hiffh-purity iteels and development of new types of s-^el  and new 

materials  for various branches of the national  economy,  processive methods 

of enriching iron and manganese ore and nodulizmg fine -ïound  iron ore con- 

centrates,   improved coking methods and reduced coke consumption in blast- 

furnace production,  automation of production processeti and formulation of 

methods for operative planning and control of iron and ot^l  production. 

The Committee has heloed to co-ordinate work on th<= «it. nation of 

blast-furnace,   steel  and rolled-metal production.     Follín-r :.    «solution oi 

the Committee,   two International Conferences on Automation :n the Iron and 

Steel Industry and Automation Exhibitions have been held f^- tit purpose of 

exchanging vi*vs and discussing experience accumulated in zi'o f -Id,  one in 

Ostrov ( fr^rn\ ..,  and one in Budapest in 1965« 

The Conference  held in 1965 was attended by more  than ?r."> .^ecialietr 

from member countries of the CMEA and from Yugoslavia.    Afte- discussion of 

the papers submitted by the specialists,  the Conference  r-.oouea a general 

outline for the further development of automation and ^option of new auto- 

mation esterna and equipmen, in the iron and steel  industry.    TU« Undings 

of these two  conferences have been used as the franework of •* plan for 
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co-ordination of the most important research in automation in the iron and 

ateel industry;     the plan provider:,   inter alia,   for the following: 

(1) Development of mathematical   techniques for describing the main techno- 

logical  processes  in the metallurgical  industry; 

(2) Operative planning and control  of metallurgical   plants using mathematical 

techniques and computers; 

(3) Development  of a procedure  for determining optimum work loads for rolling 

and tube mills ueinr computers  for the purpose; 

(4) Development  of an algorithm and complex automation system for agglomerate 

production. 

The Committee bar, resolved to hold a third International Conference on 

Automation and an Automation Exhibition in 1%B for member countries of the 

CMEA and the Socialist  Federal Republic of Yupt>slavia. 

Over the   lant  few y<i:irs the Committee has  formulated and considered a 

large number ol prob!er.c m Latin»' to  technical co-operation in various branches 

of the iron and  «steel   industry designed to increase output and raise standards 

of production,   develop new products,  and improve technical and economio output 

figurée for plants,   including (W:r-eapes ir the specific consumption of raw 

materials,   fuel  and electric power4   with an improvement  in working conditions. 

It has considere i,   inter alia; 

(1) In the mmin~ industry:    The  state of iron and manganese ore reserves, 

improvement  in the quality of iron ore concentrate' and the possibility of 

a higher iron content  m commercial ore,  adoption of new techniques and 

technology  foi  extract m-r,   dressing and coking  iron and manganese ore, 

and basic  tv pei; of equipment  for the open-case mining of ores and non- 

metalic rainer.'.lc; 

(2) In blast-furnace production:    Greater blast-furnace productivity,  inten- 

sification of agglomerate production and improvement of its grade, 

higher hi ant  temperatures and  a lower metallurgical coke consumption; 
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(3) In steel and feroalloy production:    Improvement  in the technology of 

melting and pouring steel,   including for steel sheeting used for long 

and extra-long drawing,   and improvement of manufacturing processes for 

very high-purity steels.     Systems have been developed for producing 

granulated ferrosilicon,   and using nitrided ferrochromiura and ferroman- 

ganese in stainless steel  making; 

(4) In rolled metal production:    Provision of adequate supplies of different 

types of rolled metal  for member-countries,   improvement in grade and 

increase in volume of electric steel, with reduced specific wattage 

losses,   electrolytic tinning, new types of materials for the needs of 

chemical engineering,  and certain other products; 

(5) In pipe and tube production:    Provision of large-diameter pipes for 

construction of the Dru-shba oil pipe-line,   improvement in quality and 

increase in volume of piping and tubing manufactured for deep and super- 

deep drilling,  and development of coated steel piping. 

(6) In refractory production:    Manufacture and duty of refractories in the 

iron and steel  industry,  use of new and more-resistant types of 

refractories in iron and  steel production,   the pattern of refractory 

consumption in member countries of the CMEA,   and mechanization of 

time-consurainfr operations  in refractory production. 

Following resolutions of the Committee,   some of the issues relating to 

development of iron and steel  industry arc studied at conferences,   seminars, 

symposia and meetings attended by scientists and experts from member countries, 

and the Secretariat works at technical and economic research projects on 

related problems of interest to them. 

With a view to making certain studies on the spot and to exchanging in- 

formation on the latest industrial achievements,  the Committee regularly sets 

up groups of specialists who visit iron and steel plants in member countries 

of the CMEA.    The mission of these g oups is to study,  first by analysis of 

material submitted in advance and then by familiarizing themselves personally 

with production systems during visits to plants,  their technical and economic 
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performance   lata,   experience  in advanced techniques and achievements gained 

in technology  ani organization of the given industry    utilization of basic 

piuipment,  mechanisation and automation of techno logica]   processes,   and to 

draft   proposals aji-.K.-d at  improving the output  figures   for  plants engaged in 

aim,' lar production to be considered at meetings of the Committee. 

T' .; ¡"omnit'co  h ir   net  up  groups of this kind  for u.ining,   coke by-product, 

blast- fa mace,   cteol,   rolled metal,   piping,  machine part,   and refractory pro- 

duction  ion  an  average of two  rroups a year). 

The petting up cf thene workin/r groups and their work  in the field has 
,ri.vcn member cotrrKrios an opportunity  for a very fruitful   exchange of in- 

formation or  aàvarooí v *-o duct ion techniiues  in the  iron and steel  industry. 

Adoption of the propesala  -aibmitted by these  groups hao helped member coun- 

tries   to ViOost production,   reduce copt price?,   and  improve the grade of cer- 

tain  items without  '.<•.• in? to  spend substantial  capitai.    Member countries of 

ti.e !".!föi nave maao  fr-v;uent  reference to the great  oaccena  of these /rroups. 

Whit has tea"   v„-\¿   above  is only a general  outline of the activities of 

'"die C.i-TlW Standi r* Cans'!it tee on Iron and Steel, 

The Stan'Lng Conrüittse's activities show that by performing its duties 

it   -aap  Caen able  to   promote successful development of the  iron and metal in- 
3•i;vi';.   in memVo   countries of the CIBA ana  the Coeiaii::t  Federal Republic of 

Ya Mf: ! ¡via,   :.":'  aar.  strengthened the economy of the  'aaoiheriy socialist 

ïi-af.:'-  -ria. 






